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Originally titled The Religions of Man, this completely revised and updated edition of Smithâ€²s

masterpiece, now with an engaging new foreword, explores the essential elements and teachings of

the worldâ€²s predominant faiths, including:   Hinduism,  Buddhism,  Confucianism,  Taoism,  Islam, 

Judaism,  Christianity,  and the native traditions of the Americas, Australia, Africa, and Oceania.  

Emphasising the inner -- rather than institutional -- dimensions of these religions, Smith devotes

special attention to Zen and Tibetan Buddhism, Sufism, and the teachings of Jesus. He convincingly

conveys the unique appeal and gifts of each of the traditions and reveals their hold on the human

heart and imagination.
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Being at a stage of agnosticism, I found myself curious and needing to know more about all the

religions, and decided to try Houston Smith's "The World's Religions". Smith includes the world's

predominant faiths: Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Islam, Judaism, Christianity and

the native traditions several continents. If this is your first contact with many of these religions, you

will for sure feel lost. Even in the engaging way Smith writes, there is just too much information that

is left out, and I often found myself wondering about certain subjects that were mentioned but not

explained. My main problem with this book was perhaps the lack of more historical facts, a clear

exposure of the main differences between religions, and a better index, which is essential not only

for reference but also for people who are having their first contact with religion (For instance, Torah,



now what's that anyway? Hmm, no, it's not in the index...hmm).Not even Smith's summaries at the

end of each chapter will leave you with the feeling you finally understand it all, and I wouldn't mind

having some graphics clarifying things out a bit better instead of having to take notes all the time - A

broader view on the subject. I am perhaps spoiled with my engineering degree in college where

complex matters are usually explained with the help of some diagrams, so some people might not

miss this aspect.But don't get me wrong. This book does deliver most of what it promises, and

attempts to cover extremely complex matters of heart that are simply impossible to fully present in a

book, much of it you will have to feel, not read.
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